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Background: Mammals 

§  Mammals, the various warm-blooded vertebrate 
animals of the class Mammalia, characterized by a 
covering of hair on the skin and, in the female, milk-
producing mammary glands for nourishing the young.   

§  Mammals are also characterized by the presence of 
sweat glands, three middle ear bones, and the 
neocortex area of the brain.  

§  Mammals also have unique circulatory and teeth that 
allow them to perform certain tasks.   

§  Mammals are the largest of the vertebrae group and 
are the most loved, and feared, animal type.  



Temperate Broadleaf 
Deciduous Forest  
§  The Temperate Broadleaf Deciduous Forest is 

most prominent in the eastern United States.   
§  It has a growing season of 6 months and receives 

20-60 inches of rain each year.   
§  The deciduous forest is most known for its 

changing leaves during the fall, and visitors come 
from all around to see this annual occurrence.  

§  The Deciduous forest is home to many plant types, 
such as: oak, maple, and chestnut trees, and also 
to many mammals, such as: white-tailed deer, 
squirrels, chipmunks, and black bears.  



Coyotes  
(Canis latrins) 

§  Coyotes, or Canis latrins, are a coniferous, dog-like 
mammal. 

§   Coyotes are found in deserts and in higher elevations.  
§  The coyotes found in higher elevations have thicker, 

darker hair, and have white tips on their tails. 
§   Due to the human population coyotes have adapted to 

different climates contrary to their original homes in the 
northwest. 

§   Coyotes have a distinct howl, or cry, commonly heard 
at night.  

§  Coyotes are most active during the night, but are seen 
occasionally during the day.  



Fox  
(Vulpes vulpes) 

§  Red foxes, or Vulpes vulpes, are a red mammal that is well adapted 
to human environments.  

§  Foxes generally have a red coat and a thick tail that helps them 
balance.  

§  They are omnivores that eat rodents, birds, rabbits, and other small 
mammals.  

§  Foxes will also eat fruits and vegetables and they will also eat out of 
garbage bins in human environments.  

§  Foxes are hunted for sport and are also killed for carrying rabies or 
just for being annoying pests. 

§   These mammals are nocturnal, hunting only at night, in areas 
heavily populated by humans and produce offspring during the 
winter months.  



Deer 
(Ococoileus 
virginianus) 

§  White tailed deer, or Odocoileus virginianus, are an 
herbivore mammal with a reddish brown fur coat and 
an under belly and tail that turn white during the winter.  

§  Despite their thin legs deer can run up to 35 mph, jump 
over nine feet high, and swim at almost 13 mph.  

§  White tailed deer are found in the north east part of the 
United States and the lower south east part of Canada 
and are the prey for many carnivores such as: cougars, 
wolves, coyotes and lynx.  

§  They eat mostly green plants, twigs, and corn and they 
are also notorious for eating plants out of people’s 
crops and gardens.  



Fishers  
(Martes  
pannanti)  

§  Fishers, or Martes pennant, are a carnivore 
that lives in northern North America.  

§   They generally have brownish or black hair 
and are a part of the weasel family.   

§  Fishers eat many rodents, and porcupines, and 
also several types of fruit and nuts.  

§  These animals hunt both day and night and 
contrary to their name, fishers don’t actually 
eat fish as much as it would seem.  



Purpose/Hypothesis 

§  Purpose: To determine what carnivores 
(coyotes, fishers, fox, etc.) are within the 
preserves area and what time they feed or are 
active. 

§  Hypothesis: If cameras are placed on trees in 
a hidden area and bait is set, then animals 
(predators, etc.) are most likely going to come 
through the camera vision to eat. They will 
mostly come in the late night hours or early 
morning hours.  



Materials 
§  2 Cuddleback Tree Cameras  
§  4 D-batteries per camera  
§  2 memory chips per camera  
§  Tree camera tool (screw driver)  
§  1 large screw per camera  
§  Computer  
§  Digital camera  
§  Memory stick for camera  
§  Bait (chicken or other meat)  
§  Journal  
§  Pencil  
§  Manual for tree cameras  
§  Paper for recording observations  
§  1 Flash drive 



Safety Considerations 

§  The trail to the cameras is full of slippery 
clay and it is important to wear proper 
footwear and watch your step while 
hiking the trail. If the researcher were to 
come upon a live animal they would have 
to be very careful as not to disturb it or to 
scare or anger it.  



Procedure 
§  Gather needed materials.  
§  Go to CREA camera #1(N 43° 57.500m, W 69° 56.918m) and unscrew 

front platelet.  
§  Switch CREA Camera #1 to the off position and remove memory chip.  
§  Replace with clean memory chip.  
§  Set up bait (preferably chicken or other meat) within sight of the CREA 

Camera #1.  
§  Return to CREA Camera #1 and switch back to on position.  
§  Switch CREA Camera #1 back to Live Mode Motion.  
§  Replace platelet. (*Note: CREA Camera #2 was placed within a dead zone)  
§  Return to Cathance Preserve station (N 43° 57. 384m, W 69° 56.974m).  
§  Go to computer and insert memory card and flash drive.  
§  Transfer all pictures and videos onto flash drive.  
§  Eject flash drive.  
§  Return materials.  
§  Index pictures and videos into date taken, time and material on pictures or 

video.  



Observations 

§  Deer was the animal that had the most 
pictures. They also usually appeared in two’s.  

§  Dog food attracted birds like Blue Jays and a 
Ruffed Grouse. The Blue jays usually appeared 
in the middle of the day.  

§  There were the same number of Blue Jays as 
Fischer and Coyotes.  

§  The week of 9/25-10/2 had the least amount of 
pictures taken.  

§  Also the number of pictures and number of 
videos had differing results. 



Graphs/Calculations/Tables 
 



Calculations 

§  One calculation was to total the amount 
of videos and pictures 















Analysis 
§  Deer were the most prominent animal seen.   
§  Blue jays were caught on camera as often as fishers and coyotes.   
§  Stray dogs were also caught on camera as well as ruffed grouse.   
§  Many fox were also caught on camera; more than any animal except for the 

deer.   
§  From the analysis of the “# of Pictures and Videos taken each week” graph it 

can be seen that animals were most active the week of 10/2-10/8 and least 
active during the week of 9/25-10/2.   

§  Coyotes were most active during the early morning and the evening.  
§  Fox, just like the coyotes, only came out when the sun wasn’t out around the 

same time that coyotes seemed to appear.   
§  Deer were the complete opposite of both the fox and the coyotes.  They 

appeared on camera only during the day.   
§  The occasional blue jays seen only came to feed in the afternoon around 

11-12 o’clock.   
§  The only ruffed grouse ever pictured was seen mid-morning around 8 

o’clock.   
§  Three of the four fishers that appeared on camera came to feed in the early 

evening around 5 o’clock.     
§  Only one stray dog was ever pictured, it was during the afternoon around 3 

o’clock. 



Conclusion 

§  The hypothesis was supported.   
§  Coyotes and fox were filmed at the predicted time of 

late night hours or early morning hours, completely 
supporting the original hypothesis.   

§   Animals that are not predators at all, such as birds 
and deer, were filmed and deer were actually seen a 
lot more then any other animal.   

§  Human flaw (forgetting bait, different bait, and animal 
identification)  

§   Camera location and functions (frozen ground and red 
light) 

§   Improvements (“dead zone” camera and consistent 
bait) 
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Pictures of Deer 



Pictures of Fischers 



Pictures of other animals 
(Blue Jays, Ruffed Grouse, 
Dog) 


